This article presents an online three-axis non-uniform rational B-splines preprocessing and feedrate scheduling method with chord error, axial velocity, acceleration, and jerk limitations. A preprocessing method is proposed to accurately locate the critical points by reducing pre-interpolation feedrate in feedrate limit violation regions. In the preprocessing stage, the non-uniform rational B-splines curve is subdivided into segments by the critical points and the corresponding feedrate constraints are obtained. A sliding look-ahead window-based feedrate scheduling method is proposed to generate smooth feedrate profile for the buffered non-uniform rational B-splines segments. The feedrate profile corresponding to each non-uniform rational B-splines block is constructed according to the block length and the given limits of acceleration and jerk. The feedrate modification method for non-schedulable short blocks is also described which aimed at avoiding feedrate discontinuity at the junction of two non-uniform rational B-splines blocks. With the proposed method, a successful feedrate profile could be generated with sufficient look-ahead trajectory length in the buffer, which enables that the preprocessing and feedrate planning to be performed progressively online. Simulation and experimental tests with different non-uniform rational B-splines curves are carried out to validate the feasibility and advantages of the proposed method. The results show that the proposed method is capable of making a balance between the machining efficiency, machining precision, and computational complexity.
Introduction
Conventional computer aided design (CAD)/computer aided manufacturing (CAM) systems usually fit a curved cutter paths proximately with a set of small linear/circular (G01, G02) blocks. During high speed computerized numerical control (CNC) machining, the discontinuities and abrupt direction changes of feedrate among blocks cause overshoots and rapid vibrations in the machine mechanics, degrading surface quality and machining accuracy. Modern CAD/CAM systems are able to express complex curves with parametric functions such as non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). 1 The parametric interpolator generates fine position commands from the NURBS curve directly without segmentation contour processing. Although there is no approximation error between the NURBS curve and the desired tool path, the processing speed must be reduced to ensure high-tracking accuracy in large curvature regions. In recent years, great efforts have been made on look-ahead feedrate planning. For parametric curves, various features have been covered in studies on feedrate planning, including confined chord error/contour error, [2] [3] [4] acceleration/jerk limitations, 5 servo dynamics constraints, [6] [7] [8] [9] and constant material removal rate. 10 In these works, the basic idea is to obtain the fastest allowable feedrate in feedrate-sensitive regions taking into account different constraints. With compromising to the speed in these areas, a feedrate profile is generated based on S-shaped acceleration/deceleration control. The most important step in this process is to determine the locations of feedrate crucial points and calculate corresponding tolerant velocity. The most common approach to find the feedrate-sensitive regions and critical points is to preinterpolate the NURBS curve with a constant feedrate or a constant position increment. For example, Erkorkmaz and Altintas 11 introduced a jerk-limited feedrate profile generation algorithm for quintic spline. A reference trajectory is generated with a constant position increment before feedrate profile generation. ZY Jia et al. 3 presented an NURBS interpolator with constant speed at feedrate-sensitive regions under drive and contour-error constraints. The feedrate-sensitive regions are found in an off-line preprocessing stage with constant feedrate adopted.
There is a trade-off between positioning accuracy and processing speed when determining the constant feedrate in finding the critical points. If a faster speed is adopted in the pre-interpolation step, which means longer displacement along the curve at each step, the referenced high curvature points are likely to be farther from the actual local maximum curvature points. On the other hand, slower feedrate generates more accurate location of critical points, but large amount of calculation is induced in the meanwhile, making it inappropriate to real-time application. This article presents a local fine pre-interpolation method which balances critical point positioning accuracy and processing speed. During the iterative pre-interpolation process, the feedrate is reduced to a lower value at feedrate-sensitive regions to generate reference points more densely, such that the critical point is approximated more accurately. The proposed local fine preprocessing method can significantly improve the critical point positioning accuracy without a large increasing the computation time.
In most prior works, a predefined kinematic profile is used to generate smooth feedrate profiles. In Erkorkmaz and Altintas, 11 the formulation and implementation of jerk-limited S-shaped polynomial feedrate profile are described in great detail. This form of Sshaped acceleration (ACC)/deceleration (DEC) profile is widely used in many researches. [12] [13] [14] The S-shaped polynomial feedrate profiles have complex expressions and involve many parameters. Lee et al. 15 constructed a velocity profile using trigonometric sine function. The sine-curve velocity profile has a more concise expression of formula than S-shaped velocity profile. Y Wang et al. 16 proposed a sine function-based feedrate scheduling method so as to generate jerk continuous feedrate profile. The non-schedulable situation one may encounter when scheduling feedrate for a short NURBS block is not discussed detailedly in Lee et al. 15 and Wang et al. 16 In this article, a jerk-limited feedrate function is constructed using cosine function. According to the length of an NURBS block, four types of situations are analyzed so as to generate appropriate form of feedrate profile, including the nonschedulable situation.
In order to eliminate the feedrate violation between the non-schedulable block and its adjacent blocks, a look-ahead module is needed to check feedrate limits along the curve. Zhong et al. 17 proposed a look-ahead method with dynamic look-ahead length. The lookahead length is calculated as the time required for a full stop. However, the influence of non-schedulable block to the adjacent blocks is not considered. The feedrate correction of non-schedulable blocks will cause reschedule of their adjacent blocks. Erkorkmaz et al. 18 proposed a windowing-based feedrate optimization algorithm. But the connection profile between two adjacent look-ahead windows needs to be rescheduled. In this article, a sliding window-based look-ahead method is proposed to identify the non-schedulable blocks ahead of schedule. The windowed look-ahead method is performed progressively on fixed length of trajectory, so there is no need to preprocess the NURBS curve completely before feedrate scheduling. Consequently, the preprocessing and feedrate profile generation could run simultaneously in online space, which is beneficial for machining long tool paths. By comparison, the feedrate scheduling is accomplished in the off-line stage in some prior works. 3, 15 Since the feedrate profile generation is displacementcontrolled, and the NURBS interpolation uses chord length to approximate the curve length by its very nature, the terminal error always exists at the end of an NURBS block when interpolating the NURBS curve with the scheduled feedrate profile. In this article, a compensation feedrate profile scheduling method is proposed to eliminate the terminal error, which also considers the rounding error at the transition point between a constant speed stage and a variable speed stage.
The innovative contribution of this article is summarized as a systematic NURBS interpolator with online NURBS preprocessor and look-ahead feedrate generator, which is favorable to long NURBS tool paths machining. The significances and advantages of the proposed NURBS interpolator are as follows: (1) the proposed local fine preprocessing method can significantly improve the critical point positioning accuracy without a large increasing the computation time; (2) the proposed sliding window-based lookahead feedrate scheduling method could generate successful feedrate profile with limited length of reference trajectory, and hence, there is no need to preprocess the NURBS curve completely before feedrate scheduling; and (3) the interpolation terminal error is compensated while keeping the smoothness of the feedrate profile, and the feedrate fluctuation is decreased significantly by employing parameter compensation method, which is conductive to guaranteeing the machining precision and protecting machine tools from unwanted vibration.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The ''Development of the interpolation scheme'' section presents some background knowledge of NURBS interpolation, and the architecture of the proposed NURBS interpolator is also described. The ''Feedrate scheduling algorithm'' section describes the proposed NURBS preprocessing and feedrate scheduling methods. The ''Simulation and experimental results'' section presents the simulation and experimental results. Conclusions are summarized in the ''Conclusion'' section.
Development of the interpolation scheme
In this section, the definition of NURBS curve and basic interpolation method are reviewed, and the methods of curvature estimation are presented. Finally, the overall architecture of the feedrate planning scheme is explained.
Definitions of NURBS curve
An NURBS curve is represented with equation (1) 
where u is an arbitrary parameter, and normally 0 ł u ł 1. P i is the control point, w i is the weight factor of P i , and p is the degree of the NURBS curve. N i, p (u) is the pth-degree B-spline basis function defined on the non-uniform knot vector U = fu 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n + p + 1 g
Interpolation of NURBS curve
To generate motion trajectory using the sampled-data interpolation algorithm, the position command at each sampling period T s is calculated by mapping path increment Ds to parameter u, following the desired tool path. By neglecting high-order terms of the second-order Taylor expansion formula, a commonly used feedrate interpolation algorithm can be given as
where v i and a i are feedrate and acceleration at t = t i , respectively. u i + 1 indicates the next parameter value of position command C(u i + 1 ). For constant feedrate interpolation, Ds = v i T i . _ x and € x are defined as follows
Curvature and chord error estimation
Curvature is the most important information in feedrate planning, which is widely used to estimate chord error and contour error. For example, the chord error d i at ith iteration is expressed in equation (3)
where r i and k i are the radius of curvature and curvature at the parameter value u i . And L i is the curve length from C(u i ) to C(u i + 1 ) which is approximated by jV i T s j. For parametric curves, the curvature k i is given by equation (4)
Real-time feedrate scheduling scheme
In order to generate smooth feedrate profile for both short linear blocks and NURBS curves, a real-time look-ahead feedrate scheduling method is developed. The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1 . An NURBS curve is pre-interpolated using the proposed Local Fine Pre-interpolation method for critical point detection. After pre-interpolation, the NURBS curve is subdivided into small segments by a set of reference points. The curvature at each reference point is also computed using equation (4) during pre- interpolation. Next, by scanning along the reference trajectory, critical points with local maximum curvature are detected. All the information of each reference point is stored in a buffer, including Cartesian coordinates, curvature, corresponding NURBS parameter value, length of the current segment, estimated chord error, and whether it is marked as a critical point. The look-ahead feedrate scheduling module reads points cyclically from the buffer. By employing the proposed windowed look-ahead feedrate scheduling method, the system is able to keep running smoothly as long as there is adequate trajectory point data for generating a successful feedrate profile in the buffer. Hence, there is no need to pre-interpolate the curve completely before feedrate planning, thereby making the preprocessing stage to be applied for online use. The generated feedrate profile is utilized for fine interpolation to compute position commands in servo period. Parameter compensation method is also applied to avoid feedrate fluctuation.
Feedrate scheduling algorithm

Real-time NURBS curve preprocessing
The primary role of the NURBS curve preprocessing stage is to scan possible feedrate violation points before feedrate profile generation. As described above, the curve is usually pre-interpolated into a set of reference points with constant position increment Ds. Both feedrate limitations and acceleration limit are estimated for each reference point. Critical points are determined according to the estimated feedrate limits. The curve is split into small NURBS blocks by the critical points and ready for the next stage of feedrate scheduling.
Feedrate limit. Four feedrate limitations are considered, including command feedrate, the maximum axial velocity, chord error limits, and centripetal acceleration limit. First, the feedrate should not exceed the command feedrate F cmd
Second, the feedrate is constrained by the maximum axial velocity
where V x , V y , V z are the maximum velocity of each axis, and a, b, and g are the first derivative factors
According to equation (3), the chord error-limited feedrate is given as
where d max is the tolerant chord error. Centripetal acceleration is proportional to the square of feedrate
and it is limited by the axial acceleration limits
Therefore, the centripetal acceleration bounded feedrate is given as
The final feedrate limitation for a reference point in the curve is given by
It is possible to add extra feedrate constraints in equation (12) .
Acceleration limit. Axial acceleration limits A x , A y , and A z are used to confine tangential acceleration A t at each reference point
When scheduling feedrate for an NURBS block, the acceleration constraint A max is defined as the minimum tangential acceleration limit of the reference points within the NURBS block
where n is the number of reference points in the NURBS block.
Local fine preprocessing method. To schedule feedrate profiles, it is necessary to find out the critical points with local minimum permissible feedrate from the reference points. However, the reference points are generated with rough interpolation; there is an error between the estimated reference points and the theoretical critical point. To approximate the theoretical critical points more precisely, the given constant increment (or feedrate) should be small enough. But low preinterpolation feedrate introduces large computational cost to the preprocessing task. In order to solve this problem, a local fine preprocessing method is proposed, as shown in Algorithm 1. The preprocessor interpolates the NURBS curve with a fast feedrate (e.g. 100 mm/s). Three reference points form a critical region if equation (15) is met
If a critical region ðCðu iÀ1 Þ; Cðu iþ1 ÞÞ is detected, the preprocessor re-interpolates the critical region with a low feedrate (e.g. 5mm/s). The critical point is selected from the newly generated reference points, which is more close to the actual critical point.
Jerk-limited trigonometric velocity profile
Trigonometric velocity profile has a concise expression of formula, while the widely used S-shaped polynomial velocity scheduling method 11 consists of seven stages and involves more parameters. In this section, the implementation of trigonometric velocity function is presented more concisely and clearly.
As shown in Figure 2 , the velocity function of one velocity transition process is given as equation (16) 
which can be simplified to equation (17) 
where v 1 and v 2 are the start velocity and target velocity, and t m is the consumption time of a complete ACC/DEC process; v(0) = v 1 and v(t m ) = v 2 . The acceleration and jerk functions could be obtained by taking first and second derivatives of equation (17) with respect to time
There is only one variable t m to be determined to generate a feedrate profile using equation (17) . However, t m can be determined by applying acceleration and jerk limitations to equation (18) 
Solving equations (18) and (19) yields the limitations of t m t m ø
Thereby, t m can be determined by taking the minimum allowable value
Once t m is determined, the displacement from v 1 to v 2 is calculated using equation (22) Algorithm 1. Local fine pre-interpolation method.
if flag = True then 7: flag = False 8: V = 100 mm=s 9:
C(u i ) is a critical point. 
To demonstrate the features of the jerk-limited trigonometric velocity profile, the feedrate profile of a 15Àmm line segment is generated using both S-shaped feedrate scheduling method and the trigonometric feedrate scheduling method, as shown in Figure 3 . The start velocity is v s = 5 mm=s, the end velocity is v e = 15 mm=s, and the maximum feedrate is F = 70 mm=s. With the same acceleration and jerk limitations, the two feedrate profiles are modulated smoothly, but the acceleration and jerk profiles of the trigonometric feedrate scheduling method change more flexibly, which is helpful to keep the cutting process stable. But it should also be noticed that the total machining time of trigonometric feedrate scheduling method is a little longer than S-shaped feedrate scheduling method.
Consequently, the advantages of the trigonometric feedrate scheduling method are summarized as concise expression of formula, smoother acceleration, and jerk profiles. And the disadvantage is that the production efficiency will be degraded slightly as compared with Sshaped feedrate scheduling method.
Feedrate profile generation for an NURBS block
The NURBS curve is divided into blocks by the critical points. Each NURBS block is taken as an input unit of the feedrate scheduling procedure. Suppose C(u m ) and C(u n ) are two adjacent critical points and their chord error confined feedrates are denoted as V a (u m ) = v 1 and V a (u n ) = v 2 . To schedule the feedrate profile from v 1 to v 2 , it is necessary to calculate the arc length of the NURBS block accurately. In this article, the curve length S of the NURBS block is estimated using the Adaptive Simpson's rule. 19, 20 There are four types of situation one may encounter to schedule feedrate for an NURBS block, as shown in Table 1 . The judgment condition is based on the estimated curve length S.
For Type 1, the NURBS block is long enough and the maximum velocity v max = F is reachable. There are three stages in the changing process from v 1 to v 2 :
The consumption times (t ma , t md ) and the displacements (s ma , s md ) along the curve of both acceleration and deceleration stages are calculated using the equitations in Table 1 . The curve length for constant feedrate stage is s c = S À s ma À s md . The feedrate profile is shown in Figure ( a) in Table 1 .
For Type 2 and Type 3, the curve block is short and the maximum feedrate is not reachable. There are two approaches to plan feedrate for such an NURBS block. As shown in Figures (b) and (c) in Table 1 , approach 1 divides the feedrate profile into two stages: one is a constant feedrate stage, another is an ACC or DEC stage. The uniform segment is always planned at the higher speed end of the NURBS block. The equitations of the first approach is shown in Table 1 . The second approach is shown in Figure (d 
Compared with approach 1, approach 2 takes less time to travel the same NURBS block. However, the feedrate and acceleration fluctuate in a short time, which could possibly lead to machining vibration. Therefore, approach 1 is chosen as the default method when planning feedrate for short curve blocks.
For Type 4, the curve block is too short and the target velocity is not reachable with the limitations of acceleration and jerk, as shown in Figures (e) and (f). To avoid feedrate discontinuity, it is necessary to perform forward look-ahead feedrate modification at each junction of the NURBS blocks. For the case in Figure  ( e), the start velocity v 1 should be reduced so that the target velocity v 2 is reachable within the limited curve length. On the contrary, the target velocity v 2 should be reduced in Figure (f) . A sliding window-based lookahead feedrate scheduling method is proposed in the next section, which could modify the junction feedrate of short blocks ahead of schedule.
Windowed look-ahead feedrate scheduling method
In prior researches, the NURBS curve is pre-interpolated completely and all the subdivided blocks are sequentially analyzed by the look-ahead module to determine the feedrate at each joint. This kind of look-ahead method is not suitable for real-time application. In this article, a sliding look-ahead window (SLW)-based feedrate scheduling method is proposed in which the look-ahead process is conducted progressively in real time.
As discussed in the previous section, the purpose of look-ahead is to eliminate violation by adjusting junction feedrate of Type 4 short blocks. However, once the feedrate of a junction is modified, the feedrate profile of the adjacent block should be rescheduled. The look-ahead window should be long enough to cover the travel length of the modified feedrate profile. It can be inferred from equations (21) and (22) that the maximum travel length of a feed transition happens when decelerating from the largest feedrate to zero
which means that any NURBS block longer than L smax is schedulable. In this article, the look-ahead window length is set to L w = 3L smax , which is sufficient to cover the modified feedrate profile. The diagram of a look-ahead window is shown in Figure 4 . A look-ahead window W i is separated into three equal parts: W i + 1 of the next window W i + 1 , and newly buffered reference points comprise the third part of W i + 1 . This tri-step forward lookahead strategy guarantees that the critical points with feedrate violation are always located in the third part of the look-ahead window because the length of a nonschedulable block is always shorter than L smax .
The flowchart of the SLW feedrate scheduling method is shown in Figure 5 . First, the reference points are pushed into the look-ahead window from the preprocessing buffer. Then the look-ahead window is checked for any non-schedulable short blocks. If a nonschedulable block is detected, feedrate correction is executed before scheduling feedrate. Afterward, according to the existence of critical points in W 2 i and W 3 i , four different cases are handled as shown in Figure 6 .
In case A, there exist critical points in W 2 i . The feedrate profile is generated for the tool path before the last critical point in W 
Feedrate correction for non-schedulable blocks
As described in the previous section, there are two feedrate modification situations for Type 4 blocks in Table 1 . The first one is to modify the start velocity when the target velocity is too low and unreachable. The second one is to modify the target velocity when the target velocity is too high. Since the blocks are scheduled sequentially, and the start velocity of the non-schedulable block is also the target velocity of the previous block, the modification of start velocity will cause re-planning of the previous blocks. On the other hand, the second situation has no influence on the previous scheduled feedrate profile. The look-ahead feedrate modification strategy for the first case is discussed as follows.
As the look-ahead window moves forward, a nonschedulable block may be covered by the look-ahead window completely or partly, as shown in Figure 7 , where EF is a non-schedulable block and V E needs to be modified since V F is lower and unreachable. In Figure 7 (a), EF is completely included in W Figure  7 (b), EF is partly covered by W i , so BC and CD are scheduled without considering feedrate violation at F. However, F is available for look-ahead in the next window W i + 1 . Obviously, L look .L smax in both Figure 7 (a) and (b), which means that there is sufficient travel length to decelerate to V F after adjusting V E .
In this article, the bisection search algorithm proposed by M Heng and K Erkorkmaz 21 is adopted to correct the junction velocities of the non-schedulable blocks, as shown in Figure 8 . Different with Heng and Erkorkmaz, 21 the feedrate search space in this article is [F start ,F end ], where F start and F end are the start and end velocity of the non-schedulable block. At each iteration, the bisected value f mid is tested against the schedulability conditions in Table 1 . If there is a violation, then f mid becomes the high bound of the next iteration's search space and the previous low bound remains the same. Otherwise, f mid becomes the new low bound. The search iteration stops when the search space is shorter than F tol . On the last iteration, if f mid is feasible, then it becomes the new junction feedrate F new . On the other hand, if it is not feasible, then the new junction feedrate is the last feasible feed found in the previous iteration. After junction feedrate correction, the Type 4 non-schedulable blocks are translated into Type 2 or Type 3 blocks.
By now, using the windowed look-ahead window feedrate scheduling method, a set of consecutive and successful feedrate profile segments are generated and ready to be used for real-time interpolation, although the feedrate profile have not been generated completely.
Terminal error compensation of NURBS blocks
Since the length S i of each NURBS block is estimated using the Adaptive Simpson's rule, estimation error always exists and it may cause a problem of terminal error after interpolation. 15 On the other hand, there is a rounding error at the transition point between a constant speed stage and a variable speed stage, which will also cause terminal error of interpolation. As shown in Figure 9 , the next interpolation period at the transition point consists of a constant speed stage and a deceleration stage, and the feedrate for this interpolation period is hard to calculate. 3 In this article, the deceleration start point is moved forward from C(u d ) to the last constant speed point C(u i ). As a result, the scheduled feedrate profile ends up at C(u j ) ahead of the critical point C(u cr ), which produces a terminal error jC(u cr ) À C(u j )j. The terminal error caused by curve length estimation error is also included in jC(u cr ) À C(u j )j.
To compensate the error between C(u j ) and C(u cr ), the interpolation continues from u j with constant feedrate v cr until u j + n .u cr , as shown in Figure 9 . However, this method does not work when the terminal feedrate v cr of the NURBS block is zero (v cr = 0). To address this problem, the ½À(p=2), (3p=2) interior sine curve is utilized to construct a compensation feedrate profile between C(u j ) and C(u cr ), as shown in Figure 10 . The feedrate equation is represented as
First, the curve length s(u j , u cr ) is estimated using the Adaptive Simpson's rule. Then, v m and t m could be obtained from
Consequently, the terminal error of interior NURBS block whose end velocity is nonzero is compensated by continuous interpolation with v cr until the critical point is reached. And the terminal error of the last NURBS block of which the end velocity is zero is compensated by adding a compensation feedrate stage.
Simulation and experimental results
In this section, simulation tests are performed on some NURBS tool paths in order to demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of the proposed feedrate scheduling method. The proposed NURBS preprocessing method and look-ahead feedrate scheduling method are realized using MATLAB language. The simulation platform is an Intel Celeron J1900-based personal computer that runs at 2.0 GHz.
Pre-processing method validation
A trident-shape NURBS curve is employed to test the proposed NURBS preprocessing method. The geometry model and control polygon of the trident shape are shown in Figure 11 , and its NURBS parameters are as follows:
Order p: 2; Knot vector fU i g : {0,0,0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1,1,1} ; To clearly demonstrate the advantage of the proposed preprocessing method, only chord error constraint is considered in this experiment. Hence, the critical points are exactly the high curvature points. There are five sharp corners along the trident curve, which are marked as A, B, C, D, and E in Figure 11 . By employing the local fine preprocessing method, the critical point parameters and the corresponding curvature values are obtained. The reference points at sharp corner A and curvature profile are shown in Figure 12 . Compared to traditional constant feedrate preprocessing method, the proposed local fine preprocessing method generates reference points more densely around the sharp corner, as shown in Figure 12(a) and (c) . Hence, the high curvature critical points are approximated more accurately using the proposed method. In Figure 12 (b), the estimated curvature values of the critical points A and E are k A = 20:33 and k E = 26:43, while the values in Figure 12 (d) are k A = 32:18 and k E = 32:06. With the traditional constant feedrate preprocessing method, there are large errors between the estimated curvature extremes and the theoretical values at sharp corners, which have great influence in calculating the tolerant feedrate using equation (8) . As shown in Figure 12 (e), the chord error-limited feedrate limitation is supposed to be equal at sharp corners A and E; however, V A is much higher than V E due to the curvature estimation error. This problem is addressed by adopting the proposed local fine preprocessing method, as shown in Figure 12(f) .
The computation time of the preprocessing stage is estimated using the MATLAB platform, as shown in Table 2 . To achieve the same curvature estimation accuracy as the local fine preprocessing method, the pre-interpolation feedrate of constant feedrate method should be reduced to 5 mm=s; however, the preprocessing stage becomes very time-consuming. In contrast, the local fine preprocessing method takes less computation time.
The results show that the presented local fine preprocessing method can significantly improve the curvature estimation accuracy without a large increasing the computation burden. Hence, the feasibility of the presented NURBS preprocessing method is demonstrated.
Look-ahead feedrate scheduling algorithm validation
A WM-shape NURBS curve with both high and low curvature zones is employed to validate the proposed look-ahead feedrate scheduling algorithm. The NURBS parameters of the curve are given as follows: The parameters employed for the test are illustrated in Table 3 , and they are artificially set according to commonly used values. Note that the feedrate and acceleration limits of each axis are set as different values for verification of the proposed approach. The command feedrate is set to 70 mm=s, which is higher than the axial velocity limits, so that the maximum axial feedrate constraint could take effect.
The WM-shape curve is shown in Figure 13 (a). The feedrate constraints are shown in Figure 13(b) . By employing the proposed preprocessing method, 15 critical points are found and the curve is divided into 16 blocks. Some critical points are very close and their tolerant feedrate values change abruptly. The short blocks between these critical points are non-schedulable. By employing the windowing look-ahead and feedrate correction method, a smooth feedrate profile is generated without violating any constraints, as shown in Figure  13 (b).
The axial feedrate and acceleration profiles of X-axis and Y-axis are shown in Figure 13 (c)-(f), respectively. The tangential acceleration and jerk profiles are shown in Figure 13 (g) and (h). All the actual values in terms of axial feedrate, axial acceleration, and tangential jerk are constrained within the set limitations. Figure 14 (a) shows the feedrate profile with respect to time. As can be seen, a short sine-curve feedrate profile is scheduled in order to eliminate the terminal error at the end of the NURBS curve. As shown in Figure  14 (b), the feedrate is decelerated to zero at point A. However, the end of the curve is not reached yet. With the compensation feedrate profile applied, extra interpolation points are generated until the end of the curve. The chord error of each interpolation point is also estimated, as shown in Figure 15 (a) and (b). Using the proposed SLW method, the chord error profile is efficiently limited within the preset limitation 1 mm.
In addition, the parameter compensation method proposed by Yeh and Hsu 22 is utilized to reduce the feedrate fluctuation, as shown in Figure 16 . After parameter compensation, the maximum feedrate fluctuation is reduced from 6.691% to 0.035%.
Real-time performance evaluation
To verify that the proposed preprocessing, feedrate scheduling algorithm, and real-time interpolation can be run online simultaneously, both the trident curve and the WM-shape curve are tested to evaluate the computational capability. Simulation results are listed in Table 4 .
Take the trident curve for example. The length of a look-ahead window is 4:849 mm; it takes 69 ms to travel the length with maximum feedrate, 70 mm=s. There are 43 pre-interpolation points in a window averagely. It takes about 817 ms to fill a look-ahead window with reference points, and 530 ms (including Adaptive Simpson's method, look-ahead feedrate correction, and feedrate scheduling algorithms) to generate a feasible feedrate profile for the look-ahead window. The total look-ahead feedrate planning time is 1347 ms, which is far shorter than the minimum machining time (69 ms). Therefore, the proposed feedrate scheduling algorithm is able to run online simultaneously with real-time NURBS interpolation. In practical application, the next look-ahead window is planned during the machining time of current window.
As shown in Table 4 , the Adaptive Simpson's method takes a lot of execution time with a tight tolerance adopted. However, with the terminal error compensation algorithm applied, there is no need to evaluate the length of an NURBS block accurately. Hence, a loose length tolerance could be adopted to avoid unnecessary computing burden.
Analyses and comparisons
The butterfly-shaped curve is widely adopted in many researches, and some comparison data between the dynamics-based interpolation algorithms with lookahead (DBLA) method 6 and the NURBS interpolator with feedrate scheduling (NIFS) method 20 are provided in Liu et al. 20 In order to further evaluate the proposed SLW method via comparing with DBLA and NIFS method, the butterfly curve is chosen as the test case in this study.
The geometry model and critical points of the butterfly curve are shown in Figure 17 . The feedrate profile generated by SLW algorithm is shown in Figure 18 . The scheduled feedrate profile of SLW is a little different with DBLA and NIFS, because different feedrate limitations are considered. Axial velocity and axial acceleration are constrained in this study.
Some statistical comparisons between SLW and the two methods are shown in Table 5 . Since each axis of the machine tool has different kinematic performance in this study, simply using the geometrical curvature of the tool path is not an adequate quantity to identify the ''critical points.'' With axial velocity/ acceleration limits considered, more critical points are identified by the SLW method than DBLA and NIFS. As a result, the scheduled feedrate around the extra critical points is reduced, and it takes more machining time. The NIFS method generates less reference points and consumes less computational time in the preprocessing stage using the interval subdivision algorithm. However, the interval subdivision algorithm causes the whole curve to be preprocessed and scheduled at once. The feedrate profile is fixed after generation, and it needs to be rescheduled when a machining pause operation is requested. With the SLW algorithm, the look-ahead length is short; it is easier to response to machining ''PAUSE'' or ''STOP'' commands by appending zero velocity reference point to the latest look-ahead window.
Machining trial
To further assess the feasibility of the proposed feedrate scheduling method, a machining experiment is carried out on a three-axis milling machine. The machine tool is controlled using the LinuxCNC, which is an open source CNC system. LinuxCNC is extended to support Industrial Real-Time Ethernet protocol EtherCAT, which is supported by the servo drivers on the milling machine. The proposed NURBS preprocessing method and windowing look-ahead feedrate scheduling method are developed as a real-time component of LinuxCNC and run cyclically in the kernel space. The interpolated position commands are transferred to the servo drivers through EtherCAT bus. In order to guarantee that the interpolation algorithm can be completed in real time, the computation time for calculating each reference point and the feedrate at each point are recorded. It is found that the maximum calculation time is 26 ms, which is far shorter than the interpolation period. The machined workpiece is shown in Figure 19 .
Conclusion
In this article, a real-time NURBS feedrate scheduling method with chord error, axial feedrate, acceleration, and jerk limitations is proposed to make balance between the machining efficiency, precision, and computational complexity. This method contains an online preprocessor and a look-ahead feedrate profile generator. In the preprocessing stage, a local fine preinterpolation method is developed to accurately estimate the feedrate limitation profile by reducing preinterpolation feedrate in feedrate-sensitive regions. After preprocessing, acceleration/deceleration start/end point parameters and the corresponding tolerant feedrate values are obtained and stored in the buffer. A windowed look-ahead feedrate scheduling method is proposed to generate smooth feedrate profile for the buffered NURBS segments. A smooth feedrate profile could be generated with sufficient look-ahead travel length in the buffer, which enables that the preprocessing and feedrate planning to be performed progressively in real-time domain. Simulation and experimental results validate the feasibility and advantages of the proposed method. The presented method is highly applicable in open CNCs because the proposed algorithms are computationally efficient and robust as verified in the experimental results.
In this work, only chord error, axial feedrate, acceleration, and jerk limitations are considered. To further improve the machining precision, the feedrate scheduling method with contour-error and drive constraints should be studied in future research.
